
Slow data uploads affecting your Infor M3/Cloudsuite implementation timelines? 

Looking to minimize M3/Cloudsuite system downtime during data uploads? 

Struggling to view the progress of your data migration progress upload process clearly?
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Infor M3/CloudSuite with 
the Fortude Data Upload Tool 

Simplify data uploads to 

The Fortude Data Upload Tool allows users to import master data such as sales orders, purchase orders, 
items, customers and vendors details, directly into your Infor M3/CloudSuite, swiftly and with minimal 
manual intervention.  

The tool’s simple interface enables you to upload data files, view user information, and keep track of 
performed jobs and updated APIs. Tasks are executed in the background so there is minimal downtime, and 
users can monitor the data upload progress. Alternatively, users can opt to receive email notifications with 
the upload status. 

Why Fortude Data 
Upload Tool  

Bulk data uploads, simplified
The Fortude Data Upload Tool offers easy- to- use .xlsx or .csv API templates 
to add data, based on the API transaction and programme. The tool validates 
missing mandatory fields before uploading the data to the Mongoose database.

Minimize downtime and drive efficiency 
Transactions run as background tasks concurrently to prevent the GUI from 
freezing and becoming unresponsive.

Identify data import issues easily
The application tool generates API responses against data uploaded onto Infor 
M3 and CloudSuite, indicating processed or failed records. Users can also filter 
out successful and failed transactions, and whilst, viewing and analyzing
the results of a the data upload operation by generating a .xlsx output file.  
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Track the progress of your data uploads visually 
View the status of uploads via a dashboard on Infor Ming.le review job histories, 
tasks, and information related to a particular user in the audit log screen, and 
filter the job history according to date, user, company, division, program, and 
transaction. The audit log also lists any errors that occurred in the upload 
process. 

Reduce time wasted on manual multiple data set uploads
The tool allows users to upload multiple files at the same time via a single API. 
While one file can contain data relevant to a single API, but users can add 
multiple files under one each job. 


